In order to investigate effectS of a tensor force and to examine necessity of introducing a llpinorbit force at high energies, riticleon-nucleon scattering at 150 Mev is aruiIysed. The analysis is made talcin:g into account some characteristic features of the pion·theoretical nuclear forces. It is shown that . the experimental· data. around 150 Mev can be well explained by two main features of nuclear forces; (i) a strong tensor force in. the outer part of the interaction and (ii) a hard-care-like repulsive interaction in the inn.er part. It should be emphasized. that the former feature, which is the most characteristic one of the pion-theoretieal nucl;ar forces,' is 'decisively important at such high energi€S as well as at low energies. We fWd no positive evidences for such spir. As is .wellknown, the static pion theory has made. remarkable success for the low energy two-nucleon sYStem,** 1) -In adclition, proton-proton scattering at 90 Mev was analysed byOtsuki 2 ) .. andtu;utron~proton scattering at the same . energy by Watari,a) from the pion-theoretical. point of view. They used the pion-theoretical potential in the outer region and treated the nuclear interaction in the inner region phenomenologically. Their results showed that the nucleon"nucleon scattering data at about 90 Mev can be completely reproduced by the static ·pion-theoretical . . potential established at the low energy regions. Especially, it has been made clear that the very strong tensor force due to the one-pionex<:hange process, . which ,is the most characteristic feature of the pion-theoretical potential in the outer region; is of decisive importance.
consequences of the strong tensor force as pre.dicted by the low energy pion theory are to be investigated.
The other motivation of the present work is the introduction of very strong spinorbit coupling potentials recently made by Signell and Marshak 4 ) and by Gammel and Thaler.5) According to their analyses, a strong spin-orbit coupling potential seems to be favorable in explaining high energy data. However, their spin-orbit coupling potentials have no theoretically sound basis. Moreover, they are unreasonably strong in the outer region compared with many pion-theoretical results derived by various methods. G) , 7) In the present paper, a phenomenological analysis at 150 Mev is made in close contact with the characteristic fe.atures of the pion-theoretical nuclear forces.
It is investigated whether a streng tenser force in the outer part of the. interaction plays an essential role as at the lower energies and what natures are neccesary in the inner part for the explanati.on of the experimental data.
The reasons why we sh.ould choose this energy are as follows: (i) We -have plenty of useful expe~imental data.
(ii) The Pwave impact parameter b I is 0.7 (fJ/pc) _ So that, above 150 Mev the inner· part of the nuclear interaction generally becomes more and more important to the P-wavephase shifts than the outer part does. (iii) It is interesting to compare our r~ults with Signell and Marshak's because their spin-orbit c.oupling potential was introduced mainly by their analysis around 150 Mev.
Our results show that the high energy scattering data around 150 Mev can be explained if the nuclear interaction has the following two features; a strong tenser force in the outer region which has the same exchange character as the pl.on theoretical potential and a hard-core-like repulsive interaction in the inner region. We can fi~d no evidences fer any strong spin-orbit coupling forces as introduced by Signell and Marshak and by Gammel and Thaler. It will be discussed in § 6 that the former spin-orbit term was introduced only t.o eliminate undesirable effects due to the inner part of Gartenhaus' potential .on which their analysis was based. If the hard-core rut-off' procedure is adopted instead of their zero cut-.off, such an unreasonably strong and l.ong range spin-orbit potential is not neccesary.
On the other hand, Gammel and Thaler's potential is one of the possible ways to explain the scattering data at about 150 Mev. H.owever, their strong spin-orbit potential is hardly accepted, since it destroys the characteristic features of the pion theory even at low energies.
In § 2, the method of approach employed in the present paper will be discussed, and qualitative features of the scattering parameters (phase shifts and mixing rati.os), which are taken into considerati.on thr.oughout this work, will be explained.
In terms
.of these scattering parameters, we shall analyse in detail proton-pr.ot.on scattering in § 3
and then neutron-prot.on scattering in § 4. In § 5, we shall summarize the properties of the nuclear interaction indicated by the characteristic features of the scattering parameters determined in § 3 and 4. Our conclusion .on the spin~orbit coupling potential will be compared with those of Signell and Marshak and' Gammel and Thaler in § 6 and the formers are criticized in detail. § 7 will be dev.oted to conclusions.
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and then neutron-prot.on scattering in § 4. In § 5, we shall summarize the properties of the nuclear interaction indicated by the characteristic features of the scattering parameters determined in § 3 and 4. Our conclusion .on the spin~orbit coupling potential will be compared with those of Signell and Marshak and' Gammel and Thaler in § 6 and the formers are criticized in detail. § 7 will be dev.oted to conclusions. 
A Method of approach
As stated in ref. 1) , applicability of the succeesful methodo£. analysis which we have hitherto adopted 6;om the standpoint of the pion theory is, considered to be limited to rather lower energie.s (Etal ) < 100 Mev) _ The reasons are as follows: When the energy of the two-nucleon system becomes higher ,than about 100 Mev, the P-wave phase shifts, which are the most important quantities in determining both polarized and unpolarized cross section.s, become to be more and more seriously affecte.d. by the innerpart* of the interaction. However, the present day quantum theory cannot give any reliable predictions on the inner interaction.
Furthermore, even for the outer part, * dynamical relativistic corrections to the one-and two-pion-exchange potentials may be appreciable and modify them in a considerable extent.
Also, the kinematical relativistic effects fur the treatment of the two-nucleon system become not negligible.
Due to such various factors, most of which are unknown, the method of approach above 100 Mev should be far more phenomenological than that at lower energies.
Therefore, a direct application of the static pion-theoretical potential to the high energy scatterings S ) is not appropriate. In such an approach, it is difficult to discriminate the effects due to the characteristic features of the low energy pion theory which still remain unchanged, from the effects newly revealed at high energie.s but almost hidden at low energies.
On the other hand, a purely phenomenological method such as the socalled phase shift analysis 9 ) gives no valuable information, because due consideratl~n is not given to the characteristic features of the pion-theoretical nuclear forces.
The method of analysis employed in the present paper is phenomenological and may be regarded as a kind of phase shift analysis.
However, contrary to the usual phase shift analysis it is based on the assumption that a tensor potential is strongest of all nuclear forces, corresponding to the most characteristic feature of the pion-theoretical nuclear forces. This tensor potential has the 'same exchange character with the one-pionexchange potential: (2 ·1) First of all, we investigate whether some sets of such "tensor-dominant type" phase shifts can explain the qualitative aspects of the data at 150 Mev.
If we cannot find such a set, it means that new features of nuclear forces, that are hidden in the low energy phenomena, become importapt as the energy goes high.
Concerriing the inner part of the interaction, a hard-core-like repulsive interaction is expected as the most {:haracteristic feature. In the present paper, however, we do not ass/'me its existence a priori_ Rather, we shall try to find positive evidences for 'its existence by comparison with the data. where x is the inter-nucleon distance in unit of the pion compton wave length O-/,uc= 1,415 X 10 -l:lcm.
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§ 2. Preliminary discussions A Method of approach
As stated in ref. 1) , applicability of the succeesful methodo£. analysis which we have hitherto adopted 6;om the standpoint of the pion theory is, considered to be limited to rather lower energie.s (Etal ) < 100 Mev) _ The reasons are as follows: When the energy of the two-nucleon system becomes higher ,than about 100 Mev, the P-wave phase shifts, which are the most important quantities in determining both polarized and unpolarized cross section.s, become to be more and more seriously affecte.d. by the innerpart* of the interaction.
However, the present day quantum theory cannot give any reliable predictions on the inner interaction.
B. Qualitative features of scattering parameters
By the impact parameter consideration/) we can divide the scattering parameters into three groups by discriminating what part of the interaction mainly determine their qualitative features ; (i) the scattering parameters of the higher waves with L> 2* which are mainly affected by the outer part of the interaction, (ii) the P-wave scattering parameters, whose characteristic features are determined by the outer part but considerably affected by the inner part, and (iii) the S-wave scattering parameters which depend seriously on the inner part and should be treated in a purely phenomenological way. Based on these general criterions, we summarize the qualitative features of scattering parameters.
(1) Uncoupled higher waves (L> 2): The impact parameters of the F·and D-wave are 1.7 and 1.3, respectively.
Therefore, we fix the phase shifts of these waves in the pion-theoretical values (g//47!"=0.08). Their values are given in Table 1 . For scattering parameters of coupled higher waves a somewhat phenomenological treatment is employed as will be discussed in (3) and (5) . Also, it is to be noted that the 3D 2 -phase shifts, which are large due to the strong tensor force of the one-pion-exchange potential, have some ambiguity owing to the uncertainty of the central part of the two-pion-exchange potential in the triplet even state. (32'" = (3~'1) + .:1 2 "',
Here (3(1) means the contribution from the one-pion-exchange potential. (2·4) corresponds to the tensor dominant property of this 'potential. .:1 contains all the other contributions.
Of these the most important is the contribution from the two-pion-exchange central potential, whose attractive property has been confirmed by the low energy analy-sis/) and is effectively approximated by a square well potential with the depth 50 Mev and the range 1. The tensor part of the two-pion-exchange potential is very small. Also as will be discussed in § 6, the contribution to J with the spin-orbit coupling type should be considered small. Thus, we can approximate * We denote the orbital angular momentum and the total angular momentum by Land J respectively, 508 R. Tamagaki
( (32'" = (3~'1) + .:1 2 "',
Of these the most important is the contribution from the two-pion-exchange central potential, whose attractive property has been confirmed by the low energy analy-sis/) and is effectively approximated by a square well potential with the depth 50 Mev and the range 1. The tensor part of the two-pion-exchange potential is very small. Also as will be discussed in § 6, the contribution to J with the spin-orbit coupling type should be considered small. Thus, we can approximate 4 , £10 is reduced to zero, where xo is the radius of the infinite repulsive core.
From the above discussions, we can summarize the conditions for the aPrstate as follows:
(2·5) (3) Mixing ratio Ef: In the cases where tensor forces are very strong, EJ IS an important quantity for which careful treatment is required. Both unpolarized and polarized cross sections are sensitive to E J at high energies, as is seen from Otsuki2) and Watari's3) results at 90 Mev. EJ is considerably affected not only by the outer part of the interac. tion but also by the inner part, so we treat them phenomenologically, as will be mentioned in (4), (5) , and (8) . (4) 4 , £10 is reduced to zero, where xo is the radius of the infinite repulsive core.
(2·5) (3) Mixing ratio Ef: In the cases where tensor forces are very strong, EJ IS an important quantity for which careful treatment is required. Both unpolarized and polarized cross sections are sensitive to E J at high energies, as is seen from Otsuki2) and Watari's3) results at 90 Mev. EJ is considerably affected not only by the outer part of the interac. tion but also by the inner part, so we treat them phenomenologically, as will be mentioned in (4), (5) , and (8) . (4) At the' end of this section, we summarize the values of the scattering parameters or the conditions for them discussed above, in Table 1 . The discussions are confined in the part of the nuclear scattering, i. e. in the region fJ <: 30 0 , where tJ is the scattering angle in the center of mass system.
A. Proton-proton polarized cross section '
Analysis of the polarized cross section is facilitated by the fact that E2-dependence of main terms is factorized in a common function f( E2) which is defined in Appendix and plotted in Fig. 8 .
The p -p polarized cross section IS given by At the' end of this section, we summarize the values of the scattering parameters or the conditions for them discussed above, in Table 1 . Table 1 . Qualitative features of the scattering parameters at 150 Mev (in unit of radian). Notations of the phase shifts and the mixing ratios are the same as these used in ref. 1).
o ( In this section, we shall analyse in detail the p -p scattering data on the basis of the qualitative features of the scattering parameters shown in Table 1 . Firstly the polarized cross section is analysed, because only the triplet odd state contributes to this phenomenon.
The discussions are confined in the part of the nuclear scattering, i. e. in the region fJ <: 30 0 , where tJ is the scattering angle in the center of mass system.
The p -p polarized cross section IS given by
where aj1) and a~l) are given in Appendix and have the form, f( E 2 ) X (phase shift part).
The affix (1) means the total isotopic spin T of the two-nucleon system.
From the available experimental results at about 150 Mev,lI) ap) and ai,l) at 150 Mev are restricted as follows :
ap'=0.090(1±0.10) and a~l'=0.014(1±0.2).
(3·2)
For the apo-and sPI-states, we assume four typical sets All>, A!(1), B(I) and Bill) of the tensor dominant type shown in Table 2 .
The set All) is the most typical one of the tensor dominant type obtained by setting ~6(1) =0.50, a~(l' =-0.30 and Lie=O in Table 1 . The set A'iI) is the one obtained by changing Lie from 0 to 0.20 in All). The set AliI) (the large value of (J/ and (J/,,-o) corresponds to the circumstance that the effects of the attractive central potential (mainly due to the two-pion-exchange process) remain appreciable without being masked by some repulsive interactions in the inner region. The set BII) is also one of the reflect the existence of a somewhat weaker tensor force in the outer part than in the cases of A(l) and A'iI).
In each set, the scattering parameters of the sP2+sF2-state (;]2", ~2T and E 2 ) are determined so as to be consistent I g Table 2 . Table 2 . Allowable regions of the 3p~+3F2-scattering parameters determined by the experimental data of the p -p polarized cross section at 150 Mev (in unit of radian). (3·2)
In each set, the scattering parameters of the sP2+sF2-state (;]2", ~2T and E 2 ) are determined so as to be consistent I g Table 2 . Table 2 . Allowable regions of the 3p~+3F2-scattering parameters determined by the experimental data of the p -p polarized cross section at 150 Mev (in unit of radian). 
where ).=sin 2 (JoT + (3/2) sin2(Jl+ (7/4) sin 2 (Jl and the value of ). for each set is given in Table 2 .
conditions to determine the allowable regions of (Jt, (J2 T and E2 are as follows; 0.15 <:a2(1»0>(J2 T <:-0.I, O>E 2 ( Table 1) .
The experimental value CT;~;;; 25 mb l2 ) and the restriction 0 < lao < 0.4 (see eq.
The allowable regions of (J2"', (J2 T and E2 are shown in Fig. 2 . 
conditions to determine the allowable regions of (Jt, (J2 T and E2 are as follows; 0.15 <:a2(1»0>(J2 T <:-0.I, O>E 2 ( Table 1) . eqs. (3·3).
The allowable regions of (J2"', (J2 T and E2 are shown in Fig. 2 . For the set A (1), the allowable region is rather large.
The best values are nearly that (3·4)
The curve in Fig. 1 
B. Proton-proton unpo1arized cross section
The p-p unpolarized cross section is analysed within the allowable regions of the triplet odd state scattering parameters determined by analysing the p-p polarized cross section.
The p-p unpolarized cross section is expressed in the form,
(3·5)
n=-even
The striking feature of the experimental cross section is the isotropic ~gular distribution.
That is, b~l),",-W)'"'-O 'itnd W):::::: 0.73 which is directly reduced from the effective total cross section, o-;Z=27r (do-(90°) /dQ) pp::= 25 mb. We calculate b~:)(n=O, 2, 4) for the sets A(I), A'(l) and B'(l) given in Table 2 .
The lSD-phase' shift lao is chosen to reproduce the experimental value of W). The results are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 3 . From Table 3 and Fig. 3 , we find the strong E2-dependence of (do-/dQ). This comes mostly from the E 2 -factors of the following terms in W) ; The curve in Fig. 1 
B. Proton-proton unpo1arized cross section
n=-even
The lSD-phase' shift lao is chosen to reproduce the experimental value of W). The results are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 3 . From Table 3 and Fig. 3 , we find the strong E2-dependence of (do-/dQ). This comes mostly from the E 2 -factors of the following terms in W) ; can explain the p-p polarization data and are shown in Table 2 . The shaded area represents the available experimental data12).
(A)
Calculated curves for the set A(l). (A') Calculated curves for the set A/(l). (B') Calculated curves for the set B'(l).
The . curves (1) and (2) are calculated respectively by the upper set and the lower set in Table 3 . Roughly speaking, the singlet scattering gives the forward peak and the triplet scattering mainly due to the strong tensor force (Vp>o) gives a peak at (j~90°.
and as a whole the isotropic angular distribution is obtained.
This set is excluded, because the strong peak at {j .~ 90° takes place in the restricted values of the 3P2+3F2-scattering parameters which are consistent with the polarization data ( Fig. 3 (A' ». This fact results from the large value of the 3P o -phase shift.
Set B/(l): One extreme case shown in Table 2 (the largest lao and the smallest at) is excluded, because due to the small value of 113/1 the strong-singlet forward scattering cannot be cancelled. In the other extreme case (the smallest lao and the largest at), an interference minimum at tJ:::.soo appears due to a small singlet scattering ( Fig.   3 (B/». Therefore, the set B/(l) is more unfavorable compared with the set A(l), although this set is not completely excluded by the data.
From the results of this section, we can conclude that the sets with the same (1) and (2) are calculated respectively by the upper set and the lower set in Table 3 . Roughly speaking, the singlet scattering gives the forward peak and the triplet scattering mainly due to the strong tensor force (Vp>o) gives a peak at (j~90°.
This set is excluded, because the strong peak at {j .~ 90° takes place in the restricted values of the 3P2+3F2-scattering parameters which are consistent with the polarization data (Fig. 3 (A In this section, the n-p polarized and unpolarized cross sections are analysed to investigate properties of the interaction in the T = 0 state. Analyses are performed using the set of the T = 1 scattering parameters summarized in Table 4 . Firstly, we shall analyse the n-p polarized cross section in order to find gross allowable features of the. scattering parameters in the triplet even state, though the available experimental data are not so accurate. Then the n-p unpolarized cross section will be analysed in detail. For the sake of convenience of analyses, we neglect the 3G 3 -wave at first and take it into consideration later on:
A. Neutron-proton polarized cross section
The n -p polarized cross section is written in the form,
The expressions of a" are given in Appendix. For n=odd, we divide a" into a~O) (the part of the T=o state) and a~) (the part of the T=1 state). As the values of a~?>, we adopt the experimental values of the p -p polarization given by (3· 2) .
The experimental dat~3) shown in Fig. 4 In this section, the n-p polarized and unpolarized cross sections are analysed to investigate properties of the interaction in the T = 0 state. Analyses are performed using the set of the T = 1 scattering parameters summarized in Table 4 . Firstly, we shall analyse the n-p polarized cross section in order to find gross allowable features of the. scattering parameters in the triplet even state, though the available experimental data are not so accurate.
Then the n-p unpolarized cross section will be analysed in detail. For the sake of convenience of analyses, we neglect the 3G 3 -wave at first and take it into consideration later on:
The experimental dat~3) shown in Fig. 4 makes the n-p polarization better.
Effects of the gGg-wave. are no more diacussecl here and will be investigated in the next part, since the n-p polarization data are not accurate.
B. Neutron -proton unpoiaTl({ed cross section
In this part, by comparison with the n -punpolarized scattering data,!4) we shall investigate the following problems; to clarify which sets among
A(O), B(O), and C(O)
is preferable for the angular distribution, to determine El more precisely, to investigate in detail the effect of the lIG'g-wave and to discuss the interaction in the singlet odd state by means of the 1 PI-phase shift.
The n -p unpolarized cross section is expressed as
where b,.=b~O)+b~) for n=even. For b~) we substitute the values of the set A(l) withE 2 = -0.26 given in Table 3 .
The experimental angular distribution is roughly symmetric about 8 --70°, and is slightly larger in the backward direction. 14 ) Therefore, the following conditions, __ ; SGs-wave not included, 16 Table 4 . makes the n-p polarization better.
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B. Neutron -proton unpoiaTl({ed cross section
A(O), B(O), and C(O)
The experimental angular distribution is roughly symmetric about 8 --70°, and is slightly larger in the backward direction. 14 ) Therefore, the following conditions, __ ; SGs-wave not included, 16 Table 4. (4·6) should be satisfied.
Analyses are performed under the conditions given in Table 1 and on the basis of the results hitherto obtained. Finally, the IP r phase shift is changed in the region shown in Table 1 .
The results are shown in Fig. 5 .
The large i32~ mainly affected by a strong tensor force plays an important role to explain the peaks in the forward and backward directions.
The Mixing ratio with J = 1: E 1 ~ 0 is indisp;ensable for all sets because of (2/911 a) > 0 and (2/911r) < 0, as clearly understood from the dependence of (4·7) on El ( IP I -wave phase shift: As is seen from Fig. 5 (c) , although the i~clusion of the 3G 3 -wave makes the fit better, it makes both the forward and backward peaks weaker than the experimental ones. Noticing that the experimental backward peak is slightly stronger than the forward one, we get the final fit by modifying the 1 PI-phase shift, that is, by changing 113 1 from 518 R. Tamagaki   (4·6) should be satisfied. Analyses are performed under the conditions given in Table 1 and on the basis of the results hitherto obtained. Finally, the IP r phase shift is changed in the region shown in Table 1 .
The Mixing ratio with J = 1: E 1 ~ 0 is indisp;ensable for all sets because of (2/911 a) > 0 and (2/911r) < 0, as clearly understood from the dependence of (4·7) on El ( Thus the final set of scattering parameters given in Table 4 can completely rE':produce the n-p unpolarized cross section.
Summa~izing the results· of this section, the following conclusions are obtained. The tensor dominant character of the scattering parameters (especially, the large values of (Jl and I (JITI in addition to the large separation of the 3Prphase shifts) is of particular importance.
Also, the facts, a l "'"'-O.4 and la l . . . . . . -0.35, give valuable information to the nuclear interaction in the T = 0 state, as will be discussed in the next section. The characteristic features of the scattering parameters obtained in the preceding two sections imply various important properties of the nuclear interaction, as we discuss below.
The tensor dominant character of the scattering parameters is the most decisive factor that serves to reproduce all the important qualitative aspect of the experimental data at 150 Mev. The values of the triplet scattering parameters shown in Table 4 are very close to those which are mainly determined by the outer part of the tensor force of the one-pion-exchange potential. From these results, we can conclude that the nuclear interaction has the following properties :
(1) The tensor dominant feature of the outer part of the pion~theoretical nuclear forces is of decisive importance still at high energies.
(2) We can find no evidences for the existence of such velocity-dependent interactions as play an essential role in scatterings up to 150 Mev.
(3) A hard-core-like repulsive interaction probably exists in all states as is discussed below.
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Thus the final set of scattering parameters given in Table 4 can completely rE':produce the n-p unpolarized cross section.
Also, the facts, a l "'"'-O.4 and la l . . . . . . -0.35, give valuable information to the nuclear interaction in the T = 0 state, as will be discussed in the next section. , § 5 t Properties of the nuclear interaction indicated by the scattering parameters
The characteristic features of the scattering parameters obtained in the preceding two sections imply various important properties of the nuclear interaction, as we discuss below.
(i) In the singlet even state, the small value of the ISo-phase shift cao-O.3 at 150 Mev) indicates the existence of a hard-core-like repulsive interaction, as introduced originally by Jastrow.l7} (ii) In the triplet even state, the rapid decrease of the sSl-phase shift at high energies (at-O.4 at 150 Mev) indicates that a hard-core-like repulsive interaction exists also in this state. This conclusion agrees with the results obtained by Watari at 90 Mev. 3 ) (iii) In the triplet odd state, the fact Llc-o is the evidence for the existence of a hard-core-like repulsive interaction as follows: Llc-O means that the effect of the central force to the 3Prphase shifts is roughly cancelled out as a. whole. From the analyses in the low energy region, the strong attractive property of the two-pion-exchange potential has been clearly verified. Therefore, we can expect the existence of a hard-core-like repulsive interaction which suppresses the increase of the 3Pr phase at high energies due to this attractive force.
(iv) In the singlet odd state, the 1P l -phase shift ea l --0.35 at 150 Mev) seems to be affected by some repulsive interaction at small inter-nucleon distances in addition to the strong repulsive one-pion-exchange potential at large distances.
Also a hard-corelike repulive interaction in this state seems to be favorable in explaining the backward peak of the n -p angular distribution at high energies. § 6. Critique on SigneU and Marshak's and G·ammel and Thaler's spin-orbit coupling potentials In the works made by Signell and Marshak. 4 ) and by Gammel and Thaler,5) strong spin-orbit coupling potentials are considered to be indispensable to explain the high energy data. However, the spin-orbit coupling potentials they introduced are too strong to be expected from the present pion theory at large inter-nucleon distances. In fact, a recent calculation made by S. Sato et aU) as well as other perturbational calculations 6 ) show that the spin-orbit potential is due to some retardation effects and is small compared with the static pion-theoretical potentials 1B ) at x < 0.7. These situations are shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 5 . Although there probably exist not only the spin-orbit potential but also some other velocity-dependent interactions with more complicated natures, it would be reasonable to expect that they are mostly confined at the small distances x;S 0.7. On the other hand, the results of our work show no positive evidences for the existence of any strong velocity-dependent interactions in the outer part, that play an important role to reproduce the experimental data up to about 150 Mev. (iii) In the triplet odd state, the fact Llc-o is the evidence for the existence of a hard-core-like repulsive interaction as follows: Llc-O means that the effect of the central force to the 3Prphase shifts is roughly cancelled out as a. whole. From the analyses in the low energy region, the strong attractive property of the two-pion-exchange potential has been clearly verified. Therefore, we can expect the existence of a hard-core-like repulsive interaction which suppresses the increase of the 3Pr phase at high energies due to this attractive force.
Also a hard-corelike repulive interaction in this state seems to be favorable in explaining the backward peak of the n -p angular distribution at high energies. § 6. Critique on SigneU and Marshak's and G·ammel and Thaler's spin-orbit coupling potentials In the works made by Signell and Marshak. 4 ) and by Gammel and Thaler,5) strong spin-orbit coupling potentials are considered to be indispensable to explain the high energy data. However, the spin-orbit coupling potentials they introduced are too strong to be expected from the present pion theory at large inter-nucleon distances. In fact, a recent calculation made by S. Sato et aU) as well as other perturbational calculations 6 ) show that the spin-orbit potential is due to some retardation effects and is small compared with the static pion-theoretical potentials 1B ) at x < 0.7. These situations are shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 5 . Although there probably exist not only the spin-orbit potential but also some other velocity-dependent interactions with more complicated natures, it would be reasonable to expect that they are mostly confined at the small distances x;S 0.7. On the other hand, the results of our work show no positive evidences for the existence of any strong velocity-dependent interactions in the outer part, that play an important role to reproduce the experimental data up to about 150 Mev. Table 5 . The strengh of spin-orbit coupling potentials in the triplet odd state (in Mev). A. On Signell and Marshak's spin-orbit coupling potential 4) Signell and Marshak got a good fit with the experimental data up to 150 Mev by adding an unreasonably strong and long-range spin-orbit coupling potential to Gartenhaus' potential. 16) Justifying to use Gartenhaus' potential, Signell and Marshak say that "his potential gives a good fit to all the low energy data. This is encouraging since there are (in essence) no free parameters in his potential: the renormarized coupling constant and the cut off energy are taken from Chew and Low's work on photo pion production and pionnucleon scattering". However, it is easily understood that this justification is logically in contradiction with very introduction of the spin-orbit coupling potential, since, if the justification were valid, Gartenhaus' potential would be able t<:>. reproduce all experimental data.
As an immediate consequence of the above justifi~~tion, the applicability of the potl'ntial, which has been pointed out and discussed in detail by Taketani!9) and other Japanese physicists,1l·!8H) 20) is not taken into consideration in their works at all. * Although Gartenhaus' potential has the correct asymptotic behaviours, their undue reliance on the inner part of the potential leads to two unaccountable facts: one is that the 1 PI-and 3 P 2 -states respectively have one unphysical bound level. ** t The other is that, as will be explained below, a deep attractive well near the origion in the triplet odd state causes apparent disagreements') with the experimental data and made it indispensable to introduce an unreasonably strong spin-orbit potential.
The attractive well around the origin gives a very large 3P o -phase shift which is not favorable in explaining the data. It is suppressed by the spin-orbit potential. To avoid the unphysical bound states without destroying a good fit obtained by such a potential, they adopted the zero cut-off procedure.
They also applied the same zero cut-off for x <0.57 to Gartenhaus' potential, and found that the more reduction of the 3p ,rphase shifts is necessary. This is apparent, because the resulting values of the 3 P rphase shifts are very near those of the set A'(I) in Sec. 3 (compare the points denoted by G' in Fig. 7 and those in Table 2 ). The adoption of the zero cut-off or, more generally, any prescription of the inner interactions is purely of phenomenological nature. Although they adhere to the introduction of a strong spin-orbit potential to reduce the 3P,rphase shifts further, the hard-core cut-off procedure just as done in our analysis is exceedingly preferable for this purpose.
If the hard-core cut-off procedure is applied to Gartenhaus' potential instead of the zero cut-off, we get the 3 P rphase shifts of the tensor dominant type such as the set A(I) in Sec. 3.
* It is to be noted that the cut-off procedure in the momentum space adopted in Chew and Low's work is merely of phenomenological nature. Therefore, the part of the nuclear potential which seriously deyends on the cut-off procedure should be checked by comparison with the experimental data. ** In the presence of the bound levels Signell and Marshak's phase shifts of the IP1_ and 3P~-states are equal to 11: at the zero energy. In the actual calculation, they used the difference from--11: for the phase shifts instead of the actual ones. Therefore, the resultant numerical-values would not be reliable.
t The bound level in the 3P~-state is caused by an additive effect of the two deep attractive wells, one is that of Gartenhaus' potential and the other of the spin-orbit term introduced.
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R. Tamagaki 4) Signell and Marshak got a good fit with the experimental data up to 150 Mev by adding an unreasonably strong and long-range spin-orbit coupling potential to Gartenhaus' potential. 16) Justifying to use Gartenhaus' potential, Signell and Marshak say that "his potential gives a good fit to all the low energy data. This is encouraging since there are (in essence) no free parameters in his potential: the renormarized coupling constant and the cut off energy are taken from Chew and Low's work on photo pion production and pionnucleon scattering". However, it is easily understood that this justification is logically in contradiction with very introduction of the spin-orbit coupling potential, since, if the justification were valid, Gartenhaus' potential would be able t<:>. reproduce all experimental data.
A. On Signell and Marshak's spin-orbit coupling potential
* It is to be noted that the cut-off procedure in the momentum space adopted in Chew and Low's work is merely of phenomenological nature. Therefore, the part of the nuclear potential which seriously deyends on the cut-off procedure should be checked by comparison with the experimental data. ** In the presence of the bound levels Signell and Marshak's phase shifts of the IP1_ and 3P~-states are equal to 11: at the zero energy. In the actual calculation, they used the difference from--11: for the phase shifts instead of the actual ones. Therefore, the resultant numerical-values would not be reliable. From the above discussions, we can say that the introduction of the strong spinorbit potential in Signell and Marshak's work comes from their undue reliance to the innl."r part of Gartenhaus' potential and from their adhesion to the zero cut-off procedure. Of course, good fits with the data obtained by their potential do not justify the introduction at all.
B. On Gammel and Thaler's spin-orbit coupling potential 0)
Gammel and Thaler's prediction of a strong spin-orbit potential is based on the pliase shift analysis by Stapp et al. at 310 Mev. 9 ) However, it is hardly justified that the results of the phase shift analysis are regarded as the only standard of analysis, since the results is not unique.
Also it is dangerous to extrapolate any results at the high 'energy to the low energy regions.
In fact, eVl."n below 100 Mev, the strong spin-orbit potential they introduced destroys the tensor dominant feature of the 3P.rphase shifts established by the pion theory, as already discussed by Otsuki 2 ) (Fig. 7) . This is due to the large potential depth of their spin-orbit potential, in spite of its small range. Therefore their unreasonably strong spin-orbit potential can be hardly accepted.
If we examine their results from a purely phenom~nological view-point, their fit can be understood as follows. At 150 Mev, their 3P.rphase shifts are of the type iJo''-'''O, iJ/<t:,O and iJ2" "" 0, and the value of E2 is nearly equal to ours. These features of the 3P.rphase shifts make ). in (3·3) small as in the set ]fl), and the p-p polarization data can be explained only in the case of a large iJ2", as seen from Fig. 2 (B) . The spin-orbit potential with the negative sign contributes so as to make J2" large.* In the p-p unpolarized cross section, the effects due to decrease of Jo' are compensated by those due to increase of iJ 2 rJ., and an isotropic angular distribution is obtained.
The failure in an attempt by Gammel, Christian and Thale~2) to reproduce the p-p polarization data by means of phenomenol~gical central and tensor potentials is attributed mostly to the values of E2 (-0.540 at 16 .0 Mev and -0.912 at 300 Mev).
For such values E2 , f( E2) becomes about zero or negative (Fig. 8) , and consequently small or negative polarizations appear for () < 90°: This disagreement is more or less accidental, since f( E2) is sharply dependent on E2 around its roots. Before introducing a strollg spin-orbit potential as to violate the outer part of the potential, properties of the inner interaction to supress the vapid decrease of E2 should be carefully examined. This problem is now under investigation.
Summarizing the above discussions we can say that Gammel and Thaler's attempt is simply one of possible ways to understand the experimental data at the high energy.
At the, low energy it is hardly accepted since the tensor dominant property of the 3P r phase shifts is violated.
* However, since their iJ2' is slightly positive at 150 Mev, the forward shift of the peak of the p-p polarization (a3(1»0) cannot be reproduced.
From the above discussions, we can say that the introduction of the strong spinorbit potential in Signell and Marshak's work comes from their undue reliance to the innl."r part of Gartenhaus' potential and from their adhesion to the zero cut-off procedure. Of course, good fits with the data obtained by their potential do not justify the introduction at all.
* However, since their iJ2' is slightly positive at 150 Mev, the forward shift of the peak of the p-p polarization (a3(1»0) cannot be reproduced. Analysing the nucleon-nucleon scattering data at 15.0 Mev and referring to the results of analyses below 1.0.0 Mev, we can conclude as follows. The experimental data up to 15.0 Mev can be underst:>od by means of two main features of nuclear forces, a strong tensor force at large inter-nucleon distances and a hard-core-like repulsive interaction at small distances. This tensor potential has the same exchange character as the one-pionexchange potential. In the, most inner region (x::S .0.3 -.0.4), a hard-core-like repulsive interaction probably exists in all states. This repulsive core is considered as something closely related to the structure of nucle:>n. Thus we find no positive evidences on the existence of such velocity dependent interactions as play an essential role below 15.0 Mev. Now it may be said that we have plenty of knowledge on nuclear forces enough to investigate problems on nuclei on the basis of two-body interactions, since nuclear structure and low energy nuclear reaction are related with rather low energy phenomena in problems of nuclear forces. Especially, the most interesting problem is what properties of many nucleon system come from the tensor dominant character of the long rang correlations. The following potential model seems to be most reasonable as the two-body interaction to be used: Further investigations are required to clarify the properties of the interactions at small inter-nucleon distances. One. of the phenomenological attacks on this problem is to examine the correlation between the phase shifts, the rather small values of the mixing ratios (E1 and E2) and the inner interactions.
The author would like to express his sincere thanks to Dr. S. Otsuki and Dr. W. Watari for their cooperative discussions. He is also indebted to Professor M. Kobayasi for the encouragement during the work.
Appendix. Formula of the polarized cross section
The polarized cross section of nucleon-nucleon scattering is expressed in the form, P(O) (du /dQ) 1£1'= (sinO /k2) 2:; a" P" (cosO), ,..
P(O) (du/dQ)pp= (4sinO/k2) 2:;a"P,,(cosH).
,,-udd Analysing the nucleon-nucleon scattering data at 15.0 Mev and referring to the results of analyses below 1.0.0 Mev, we can conclude as follows. The experimental data up to 15.0 Mev can be underst:>od by means of two main features of nuclear forces, a strong tensor force at large inter-nucleon distances and a hard-core-like repulsive interaction at small distances. This tensor potential has the same exchange character as the one-pionexchange potential. In the, most inner region (x::S .0.3 -.0.4), a hard-core-like repulsive interaction probably exists in all states. This repulsive core is considered as something closely related to the structure of nucle:>n. Thus we find no positive evidences on the existence of such velocity dependent interactions as play an essential role below 15.0 Mev. Now it may be said that we have plenty of knowledge on nuclear forces enough to investigate problems on nuclei on the basis of two-body interactions, since nuclear structure and low energy nuclear reaction are related with rather low energy phenomena in problems of nuclear forces. Especially, the most interesting problem is what properties of many nucleon system come from the tensor dominant character of the long rang correlations. The following potential model seems to be most reasonable as the two-body interaction to be used: Further investigations are required to clarify the properties of the interactions at small inter-nucleon distances. One. of the phenomenological attacks on this problem is to examine the correlation between the phase shifts, the rather small values of the mixing ratios (E1 and E2) and the inner interactions.
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